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Fast Image Mosaicing Based on Histograms

Akihiro MORI† and Seiichi UCHIDA†a), Members

SUMMARY This paper introduces a fast image mosaicing technique
that does not require costly search on image domain (e.g., pixel-to-pixel
correspondence search on the image domain) and the iterative optimiza-
tion (e.g., gradient-based optimization, iterative optimization, and random
optimization) of geometric transformation parameter. The proposed tech-
nique is organized in a two-step manner. At both steps, histograms are
fully utilized for high computational efficiency. At the first step, a his-
togram of pixel feature values is utilized to detect pairs of pixels with the
same rare feature values as candidates of corresponding pixel pairs. At the
second step, a histogram of transformation parameter values is utilized to
determine the most reliable transformation parameter value. Experimental
results showed that the proposed technique can provide reasonable mosaic-
ing results in most cases with very feasible computations.
key words: mosaicing, histogram, correspondence problem

1. Introduction

Mosaicing is a technique for stitching two (or more) images
of the same scene. Generally, those images have overlap-
ping areas and thus their registration by geometric transfor-
mation is a key task of mosaicing. Mosaicing has been ap-
plied to remote sensing images and aerial photographs for
creating wide-area images. Recently, mosaicing has been
applied to document images [1] for camera-based OCR.
Mosaicing of video frames, called video mosaicing, is also
an emerging application [2]–[4].

In this paper, we propose a new mosaicing technique
which fully utilizes histograms. The proposed technique is
comprised of two steps:

• The first step: Given two images having an overlap
(Fig. 1), candidates of corresponding pixel pairs be-
tween those images are selected efficiently by using
pixel feature histograms of both images (Fig. 2).
• The second step: The most reliable parameter value

of geometric transformation is estimated by employing
another histogram, called parameter histogram. The
parameter histogram is useful for estimating the opti-
mal transformation parameter while excluding the ef-
fect of erroneous pixel pairs caused by the first step.

Using the transformation parameter estimated by the second
step, the mosaicing result (Fig. 3) is finally provided.
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The main merit of the proposed technique is its effi-
cient pixel-to-pixel correspondence search on the pixel fea-
ture histogram. Specifically, the proposed technique does
not require two costly procedures, i.e., (i) correspondence
search on image domain and (ii) iterative optimization (e.g.,
gradient-based optimization and random optimization) of
transformation parameter values. Another merit is that the
establishment of corresponding pixel pairs and the optimiza-
tion of the parameter value are consistently performed on
the same data structure, i.e., histogram. This consistency is
quite useful when constructing an entire mosaicing system
on a single hardware for fast histogram computing, such as
[5], [6].

Fig. 1 A pair of images with an overlap.

Fig. 2 Candidates of corresponding pixel pairs. (Solid line: correct cor-
responding pixel pair. Broken line: false corresponding pixel pair)

Fig. 3 A result of mosaicing.
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In order to show the above main merit clearly, we make
several assumptions which simplify the mosaicing problem.
The first assumption is the use of a simple similarity dis-
tortion model on registrating a pair of images. According
to this assumption, we will tackle mosaicing problems of
originally “flat” pictures, such as scanned photographs and
document images. The second is the use of a simple RGB
color feature as the pixel feature. The third is that exposure
is almost fixed for all the images. All of those assumption
can be removed rather easily in our future work because of
the extensibility of the proposed technique.

2. Related Work

The main novelty of the proposed technique is the use
of the pixel feature histogram to find corresponding pixel
pairs with very low complexity. The simplest technique
to find corresponding pixel pairs is two-dimensional search
on image domain, which will require O(N4) computations
where N is the height (or width) of a subjected image. For
avoiding this intensive computations, many previous tech-
niques based on matching of several pre-determined P fea-
ture points, or distinctive pixels, perform nearest neigh-
bor search on feature domain (e.g., [7]–[9]). Those tech-
niques will require less computations than the simple two-
dimensional search; it, however, requires O(N2) computa-
tions for detecting P feature points and additional computa-
tions (O(P2) at most) for nearest neighbor search for estab-
lishing their correspondence. The important property which
differentiates the proposed technique from the above pre-
vious techniques is that extraction of distinctive pixels and
their correspondence search are done efficiently on the pixel
feature histogram. In fact, the proposed technique requires
only O(N2) computations for establishing pixel-to-pixel cor-
respondence, while most of the following discussion will be
done with a simpler version which requires O(N2) + O(M)
computations, where M is the number of bins in the pixel
feature histograms.

In contrast to the novelty of the pixel feature histogram,
the parameter histogram is not a ground-breaking scheme
and known as a special case of Hough transform [10].
Zhang [11] outlines histogram-based estimation framework
and summarizes several improvement tips. Pose cluster-
ing by Stockman [12] is classic. Lowe [8] also has em-
ployed a histogram-based estimation technique to choose
correct corresponding pixel pairs determined in his SIFT
feature space. Hsieh et al. [13] have proposed a registration
technique based on a histogram of the difference between
edge angles of corresponding pixels. Generalized Hough
transformation also a histogram-based parameter estimation
technique, while it is not closely related to the proposed
technique.

Note that our parameter histogram is slightly different
from the histograms frequently used in the above attempts.
As discussed below, we will use an adaptive histogram com-
puted by a coarse-to-fine strategy instead of a conventional
pre-specified histogram whose bin size is fixed.

In principle, we can use other techniques in the sec-
ond step. RANSAC [14] is a promising alternative. In
RANSAC, several landmark pixels are randomly paired be-
tween two images and then the validity (i.e., the degree of
consensus) of the transformation parameter value derived
from those pairs is examined using other landmark pixels.
We, however, adhere to our histogram-based parameter es-
timation technique. This is because we cannot expect that
RANSAC will provide correct transformation parameter by
using pixel pairs selected by the first step. Lowe [8] has
pointed-out that RANSAC will fail in the case that there
are more erroneous pixel pairs than correct pairs. This is
exactly our case, since most (70 ∼ 90%) of correspond-
ing pixel pairs by the first step are erroneous. In addition,
it is desirable to keep architectural consistency that the en-
tire mosaicing procedure is based on histograms as noted in
Sect. 1.

It is interesting to note that, Kim et al. [15] has pro-
posed a histogram-based exposure adjustment technique.
Thus, if we employ it as the preprocessing of the proposed
technique, we can develop a complete image mosaicing sys-
tem which totally relies on histograms.

3. The First Step: Selection of Candidates of Corre-
sponding Pixel Pairs Using Pixel Feature Histogram

Let us consider a pair of images, A and B, and assume that
they have an overlap. Figure 1 shows an example. For
the registration (i.e., mosaicing) of those images, pixel pairs
having the same and infrequent feature values are selected
as candidates of corresponding pixels. This selection can
be done very efficiently utilizing pixel feature histograms as
follows.

Figure 4 illustrates the main idea of the selection. For
each of A and B, a histogram of pixel feature values is cre-
ated and then “infrequent bins” where the two histograms
commonly have only one entry are searched for. Since we
assume the fixed exposure, it is possible to select the two
pixels voted into the infrequent bin as a candidate of corre-
sponding pixels. In other words, if each of image A and B
has only one pixel having a certain RGB value, those two
pixels are paired as a candidate. If C denotes the set of
the candidates and M denotes the number of bins, clearly
|C| ≤ M.

Figure 2 shows the candidates of corresponding pixel
pairs between the two images of Fig. 1 provided by the
above selection procedure. Three-dimensional RGB color
vector was used as pixel feature and therefore a three-
dimensional histogram was created for each image. Since
the color feature has large ambiguity on establishing pixel
correspondence (that is, different objects may have the same
color), the candidates provided include many false corre-
spondences. Those erroneous candidates, however, will
be automatically neglected in the following step where the
most reliable transformation parameter is estimated using a
histogram.

The above procedure requires O(N2)+O(M) computa-
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Fig. 4 Selection of candidates of corresponding pixel pairs using pixel
feature histograms.

tions, where N is the height (or width) of the subjected im-
age. Specifically, creation of two pixel feature histograms
requires O(N2) + O(N2) ∼ O(N2) computations and search
of the infrequent bins from the histograms requires O(M)
computations. It is noteworthy that this computational com-
plexity is independent of the number of the candidates, |C|.

The performance of the selection procedure depends on
the width of each bin of the histogram. A narrower bin will
make the selection procedure sensitive to small change of
pixel feature values and thus truly corresponding pixels may
be voted into different bins. On the other hand, a wider bin
will reduce pixels with infrequent features. Unfortunately,
the optimal bin width for a given image pair is not obvious.
In the following experiments, the bin width was fixed at 5.
This means that a pixel feature histogram for 256-level RGB
color feature was comprised of (256/5)3 ∼ 1.3 × 105 bins.

While the experiment will be done with the above
simple procedure, its computational complexity can be re-
duced to O(N2) with a slight modification. As detailed in
Appendix, the reduction is realized by the fact that it is
not necessary to prepare complete histograms for both im-
ages for our task. This reduction emphasizes the computa-
tional efficiency of the proposed technique over the previ-
ous techniques, which require not only O(N2) computations
for detecting P distinctive pixels but also extra computations
(< O(P2)) for establishing their correspondence.

4. The Second Step: Estimation of Transformation Pa-
rameter Using Parameter Histogram

4.1 Transformation Parameter

As noted before, we assume similarity transformation, or
Helmert transformation, for the registration of the subjected
images, A and B. Similarity transformation represents

translation, rotation, and scaling by controlling four param-
eters {a, b, c, d} as follows:[

x′
y′

]
=

[
a b
−b a

] [
x
y

]
+

[
c
d

]
. (1)

The four parameters {a, b, c, d} can be uniquely determined
by using two pairs of corresponding pixels, (x1, y1) ↔
(x2, y2) and (x3, y3) ↔ (x4, y4), where (x1, y1) and (x3, y3)
are pixels of A and (x2, y2) and (x4, y4) are pixels of B.

The four parameters {a, b, c, d} can be converted into
more intuitive parameters, translation dx, dy, rotation dt, an
scaling s, by

dx = c, dy = d, dθ = tan−1(b/a), s =
√

a2 + b2. (2)

4.2 Parameter Histogram

For the appropriate registration of A and B, we should es-
timate the most reliable transformation parameter using the
candidate set C. Candidates from C, however, are often er-
roneous due to the ambiguity of the pixel feature, as shown
in Fig. 2. Those erroneous candidates should be excluded
from transformation parameter estimation.

For robust estimation of the transformation parameter
excluding the effect of the erroneous candidates, a parame-
ter histogram is introduced. The parameter histogram is the
histogram of the four-dimensional transformation parame-
ter vectors, (dx, dy, dθ, s). As noted in Sect. 4.1, a parameter
vector is provided by arbitrary combination of two corre-
sponding pixel pairs in C. Thus, the number of entries of the
parameter histogram is |C|(|C| − 1)/2. Note that the parame-
ter vector is discarded if it exceeds a pre-defined range. Thus
the actual number of the entries is fewer than |C|(|C| − 1)/2.

The correct candidates in C will form a peak on the pa-
rameter histogram. The erroneous candidates will not form
any peak because they will not have any mutual relation.
Thus, using the peak (i.e., the mode) on the parameter his-
togram, the most reliable transformation parameter vector
can be estimated while excluding the effect of erroneous
candidates in C. An efficient peak detection technique will
be described in the next Sect. 4.3.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the parameter vectors
by all the pixel correspondence candidates in C for an im-
age pair whose true transformation parameter is known. The
distribution shows a peak around the true parameter value
((dx, dy) = (180.2, 20.5)). The distribution also shows that
transformation parameters derived from the erroneous can-
didates do not have any strong peak.

4.3 Peak Detection in Parameter Histogram

As noted in Sect. 3, the number of the candidates, |C|, heav-
ily depends on not only the subjected image pair but also
the pixel feature (color, moment, etc.). This fact means that
it is difficult to guess the number of entries of the parame-
ter histogram and the appropriate bin width for detecting the
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peak.
Thus, we employ a coarse-to-fine strategy where the

bin width is adaptively and automatically determined ac-
cording to the distribution of the parameter vectors. In this
strategy, a bin having more entries than a threshold ε is
equally partitioned into 2D bins recursively, where D is the
dimensionality of the parameter space and thus D = 4 for
the similarity distortions. Figure 6 shows an example of the
parameter histogram created by this strategy, where only a
two-dimensional subspace of the four-dimensional parame-
ter space were plotted like Fig. 5. The position where two
dotted lines are intersecting orthogonally indicates the true
parameter value.

If no bin has more entries than ε, peak bins are de-

Fig. 5 (a) Distribution of transformation parameters by all the pixel cor-
respondence candidates in C. Only (dx, dy)-subspace is illustrated while
the original parameter space is four-dimensional. (b) Close-up of the small
rectangular area in (a).

Fig. 6 Coarse-to-fine partition for creating parameter histogram.

tected as the bins having the narrowest width. Note that
there are at least 2D peak bins. Among those peak bins,
the K(< 2D) bins with the most entries are further selected.
Then at each of the K bins, its entries (i.e., transformation
parameter vectors) are averaged for K average transforma-
tion parameter vectors. Finally, the averaged transformation
parameter vector which provides the minimum image dif-
ference on the overlapping area is determined as the most
reliable parameter vector.

5. Experimental Results

5.1 Mosaicing of Synthetic Image Pairs

5.1.1 Samples

An experiment was performed using 50 synthetic image
pairs which are available for research purposes at [16] (the
level3 set). Paired images were taken from the same pho-
tograph (of some real scene) with an overlap and one of
the pair was transformed by a specific parameter vector
(dx, dt, dθ, s). Thus, the true transformation parameter vec-
tor was known in this experiment. Note that even in these
synthetic pairs, the color features of corresponding pixels
were not the same because sub-pixel color interpolation was
performed at the transformation for creating image pairs.
Image sizes varied from 160 × 120 to 640 × 480.

The mosaicing results were evaluated in their registra-
tion accuracies and computation times. A computer with
Pentium4 processor (2.80 GHz) and 1024 MB RAM was
used. The posteriori evaluation of Sect. 4.3 was employed
at K = 5.

5.1.2 Accuracy

Figure 7 shows the accuracies of 50 mosaicing results. The
(in)accuracy was measured by the L2-error of the estimated
parameter value. If a result with a small error (< 1.0%) was

Fig. 7 Error of the estimated parameter vector. IDs of (a)–(f) correspond
to the pairs of Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Mosaicing results for several synthetic image pairs. (a)∼(d): Successful results. (e), (f): Failure
results. The true transformation is shown by a dotted rectangular.

treated as a successful result, the success rate has reached
84% (= 42/50). Note that this success/failure decision rule
could show a good agreement with the decision by human’s
eyes.

Figure 8 shows several mosaicing results. Among
those results, (a)∼(d) are successful results (i.e., registration
error < 1.0%) and (e) and (f) are failure results. In (b)–(d),
the highest peak on the parameter histogram was success-
fully found at the true transformation parameter value. In
(a), although the highest peak was not found at the true value
due to a small overlap area, the posteriori evaluation helped
to select the true value at the second peak.

Figure 9 shows the number of corresponding pixel pairs
selected by the first step, i.e., |C|. The average, minimum,
and maximum numbers of pixel pairs were 192, 37, and 666,
respectively. From those pairs, 4400, 51, and 57,608 trans-
formation parameter vectors were calculated and voted into
the parameter histogram.

Figure 9 also shows the ratio of correct corresponding
pixel pairs to the total pairs. The ratio reveals that most
corresponding pixel pairs were erroneous; only 15.2% were
correct pairs on average. This fact emphasizes the robust-
ness of the second step, i.e., the histogram-based parameter

Fig. 9 The number of the candidates of corresponding pixel pairs (i.e.,
|C|) and the ratio of correct pixel pairs. IDs of (a)–(f) correspond to the
pairs of Fig. 8. Down-arrows indicate failure pairs.

estimation. In addition, it also reveals that RANSAC will
not be able to provide correct parameters as noted in Sect. 2.

Eight failure image pairs, which are indicated by down-
arrows in Fig. 9, often had fewer correct corresponding pixel
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pairs. In fact, the correct pair ratios of those failure image
pairs were below 7% (Conversely, all the image pairs with a
correct pair ratio above 7% were always mosaiced success-
fully). A possible remedy to increase the correct pair ratio
is the use of less-ambiguous (i.e., distinctive) pixel features.
SIFT feature [8] is a promising choice, while its high dimen-
sionality is a hurdle on creating its pixel feature histogram.

5.1.3 Computation Time

Figure 10 shows total computation time for mosaicing each
image pair. Again, the experimental results in this section
was obtained with the procedure in Sect. 3, i.e., the proce-
dure which requires O(N2)+O(M) computations. The aver-
age, minimum, and maximum computation time were about
0.39, 0.05, and 2.0 s, respectively. The computational effi-
ciency of the proposed technique was proved by comparing
this result with the following result; a coarse-to-fine image

Fig. 10 Total computation time. The computation time of the first step
(for selecting the candidates of corresponding pixel pairs) and its ratio to
the total computation time are also plotted. IDs of (a)–(f) correspond to the
pairs of Fig. 8.

Fig. 11 Mosaicing of real image pairs.

mosaicing technique which based on an exhaustive search
(where all possible quantized transformation parameter val-
ues are examined) required 380 s on average (This technique
is a modified version of the test program published in [16]).
In addition, the average computation time of 0.39 s is very
comparable with other recent “fast” mosaicing technique,
such as [17].

Figure 10 also shows the ratio of the computation time
of the first step to the total computation time. The first step
required only 3.9% of the total computation time on average.
This result brings out the merit of the novel pixel feature
histogram for establishing corresponding pixel pairs.

As shown in Fig. 10, one image pair (which corre-
sponds to Fig. 8 (c)) required extremely longer time (2.0 s).
Its large overlapping area with fine texture yields |C| = 666
corresponding pixel pairs. From those pairs, O(|C|2) ∼
57,608 parameter vectors were voted to the parameter his-
togram.

5.2 Mosaicing of Real Image Pairs

Another experiment was performed using 120 real image
pairs acquired by a digital camera. Each image pair was
comprised of two overlapping front-parallel images captur-
ing a color document on a uniform background. Differ-
ent from the foregoing experiment, two paired images were
acquired independently. Thus, paired images might have
different exposures and correct corresponding pixels might
have different colors.

While it is difficult to evaluate the accuracy of the mo-
saicing results quantitatively due to the lack of true param-
eter values, about half results were successful or showed
slight errors which are observed like blur. Figure 11 shows
two successful results. There was no large difference in
computation time between this experiment and the forego-
ing experiment on the synthetic image pairs.

Several results with severe errors were also found
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mainly due to different exposures of paired images. That is,
different exposures caused many erroneous pixel pairs and
obscured correct pairs. Clearly, introduction of some expo-
sure adjustment and/or pixel features other than naive RGB
feature are necessary as our future work.

The similarity distortion model, which is assumed
throughout this paper, is a hurdle for dealing with image
pairs which undergo perspective distortion. In fact, the
mosaicing results on real scenery images from a public
database [18] were unsatisfactory. For dealing with per-
spective distortion, we must extend the parameter histogram
to represent eight parameters of perspective transformation.
While the idea of this extension is straightforward, it may
be necessary to introduce several practical improvements in
addition to the coarse-to-fine strategy.

6. Conclusion

A fast image mosaicing technique using two kinds of his-
tograms was proposed. In the proposed technique, the can-
didates of corresponding pixel pairs are efficiently selected
using a histogram of pixel feature values. Possible trans-
formation parameter values derived from those candidates
are then voted into another histogram, called parameter his-
togram, for determining the most reliable transformation pa-
rameter value. The proposed technique is fast because it
does not require costly search on image domain and iterative
parameter optimization. In addition, the proposed technique
is robust to erroneous candidates of the corresponding pixel
pairs because the effect of erroneous candidates is automat-
ically excluded at the determination of the transformation
parameter value.

Future work will be focused on the removal of the three
assumptions introduced in Sect. 1, i.e., the assumption of
the simple similarity distortion model, the assumption of the
simple RGB pixel feature, and the assumption of fixed expo-
sure. As experimentally revealed in Sect. 5.2, the perspec-
tive distortion model is necessary to deal with real scenery
images. Pixel features other than RGB feature should be
examined to reduce erroneous pixel pairs by the parameter
histogram. Exposure adjustment, such as Kim et al. [15], is
inevitable for registrating real image pairs as also revealed
in Sect. 5.2. Experimental comparison with other mosaic-
ing techniques is another important future work, although
this paper has experimentally proved the superiority of the
proposed technique over a simple coarse-to-fine mosaicing
method in computational efficiency.
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Appendix: Improvement of the First Step

The algorithm of the first step in Sect. 3 is comprised of three
procedures; (i) creation of the pixel feature histogram for the
image A, (ii) creation of the pixel feature histogram for the
image B, and (iii) search of the infrequent bins from the
histograms. The first two procedures require O(N2) com-
putations and the last requires O(M). Thus, O(N2) + O(M)
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computations are required for the first step in total.
It can be shown that this computational complexity can

be reduced to O(N2) by combining the last two procedures.
The following is the improved algorithm:

1. Create the complete pixel feature histogram for the im-
age A.

2. Prepare a dynamic list L having no element.
3. For each pixel on the image B, check the occurrence

of its pixel feature value m in A using the pixel fea-
ture histogram. If the bin for m equals to 1 (i.e., the
occurrence equals to 1), maintain L as follows:

a. If the bin for m is not linked with any element in
L, add a new element to L and make a link to the
element from the bin.

b. Otherwise, i.e., if the bin is already linked with
an element of L, remove the element from L and
mark the bin never to make a link from the bin
again.

The resulting dynamic list L contains all the infrequent pixel
features, which represent corresponding pixel pairs between
A and B. Steps 1, 2, and 3 of this algorithm require O(N2),
O(1), and O(N2) computations, respectively and therefore
the algorithm requires O(N2) computations in total.

Through an experiment using the image pairs of
Sect. 5.1, it was shown that the computation steps of the
improved algorithm was about 1/20∼1/100 of the original
algorithm. While the computations for the first step were
far less than that for the second step as shown in Fig. 8 even
in the original algorithm, its further reduction by the above
improvement will emphasize the practical usefulness of the
proposed technique.
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